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Biological Warrfare

A Deterrents—No. 1
By RICHARD LEBHERZ

"I'd say- that the deterrent rote of an effective biological
warfare program is probably the strongest argument for its
existence," says Colonel E. hi, Gershater,_ U. S. Army, Post
COMM amier for Fort Detrick.
"To be au*-effective deterrent, however, two things must be
true. The first jr that the program. has got to be strong from ,
technological and logistical points of view. What is even more
important„. any potential enemy must know that webave an effective defense and an effective retaliatory posture.. if other nations
know what we could do in biological warfare it will help to keepthem honest. And at the same time, it will mean that our investment in time, money and inert has amply paid. off."
Certainly, as Colonel Gershater has said, one of the principal requirements for a. weapon to. serve as an effective deterrent
is that it must be known to the enemy before-hand. The weapon must be known to the enemy eitberthrough previous use —
say as the atomic bomb was used -- where:the effect is a sur-
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prise or a threat, or, another less drastic way than Hirsoiiima
-- Information elevate:he weapon is reteasedtothe. public,. so that
-, bath the public and the enemy will came to understand what that
,e.weapon is and what it can do. The most encouragirse sign re• center, in- the heal_ and, bidlogical. warfare, in America, is the .!
gradual release of this kind a( information from the Departmeat oC Defense.
For rears now, especially after World War 11, the high degree of secrecy on the part of. the Detrertmeet of Defense has
. been all-important with respect to chemical and biological
warfare. This allihide was behind in some ways, but harm-.
ful others. This secrecy allowed suspicion to grow among
the public- darottgbout the United States. One heard, or one knew, ,
or one suspected, for insrance, what was going. on in chemical .
and biological re searcii ateerious ArmY posts throughout Anaeri- ;
• ca, but one did, not know for certain what that research was all
about. Therefore. confused ruinous were able to spread uncontrollably as fast as biological clouds are- alleged to be capable
of spreadingover a emunrysicia.
The men wbo run our government, from Presidents to Sena- 1
tors, to Congressmen. and yes, even members of the. Depart;tient of Defense, have access to Fort Detrick. instead of at---/.
tending briefings in the Pentegote or reading reports about 13W, 1
any one of them can come directly to Detrick, and obtain information first-band from scientists who know what they are
talking about, but not until now has the public had this opportrinity. . A few Congressmen and other officials have visited
Fort Detrick. but some of_ the PoSVA_ most vociferous critic&
have- nor.. While it is true that only afew senior Defense offinials have as yet ever visited the Post, they are Colonel Ger- -;
shater says,. informed on a regular basis of the research and I
deyelopment pregram carried on there_
It might be-interesting to note, however, that recently while
the Secretary of Defense has been reported to advocate certain
restrictionsin the_ biological_ program, n several years age, t
government medicatedfleers from the White Hattie' contiulted
with Detrick scientists regarding the protection that would be !
required., including immunizations. both for high government
officials, and the President's family, In the event of active biological operaeons directed against, this country.
But the fear and uncertainty still remain..
In explanation.. Dr. Armed G. Wedum, Director of industrial
Health and. Safety at the Post, offers this hypothesis: "Man
has an instinctive fear of disease, because fear of illness comes
down to him from his earliest history." As Dr. Wedum speaks,
you can visualize the time when men lived ia caves. How perplexing it must have been for them when one member of the tribe
took mysteriously ill, sickened and died, even worse when it
happened to a number of people, Daring this entire time, there 1was no weapon to be seen, noesemy to be killed. There was only
a possibility of an evil spirit on the loose. "I believe it is an
avowed, ingrown fear," continues Dr. Wedum. "You see, a man
can understand a bullet going into his flesh, or a lance sticking
in his leg, because he can see whatie attacking him. But agerm
he cannot see, a germ he cannot fight against directly, and L think
that is one of the Main reasons why there is such a fear of
biological warfare in this Milani" and throughout the world."
Yet, there is another reason, besides the moral t e-aetiort, which
is possibly uppermost in the public's mind in attempting to eliminate biological warfare-.
.
.
' 'That the War Department, duringWorklWarre was able to devett* the A-bomb in strictest secrecy and
explode it full-blown
over Japan, Americans, the whole world knew and
did not forget.
It was principally this realization, and yes,
this suspicion, which
placed an added burden on the- development
of. both chemical and biological warfare-in this country, and for years, up to this very
day, this: added burden. has, never been completely lifted.
Now, there is more new and open information being released
through scientific journals, and
the press -- some of it correct,
rj.- and some of it not -- aboutnerveingases.
about the alleged unconeetrollability of bacteriological' warfare, about soldiers acting as
human volunteers in scientific experiments. Perhaps these releases ought to be accepted for wear they are, a healthy sign
that chemical. and biological warfare have maybe reached a plateau they have been seeking. Rather than explode these fearful
and deadly weapons against
humanity one day without any foreknowledge, information about them is slowly being release denrrently to the general

Yet, even so, in today's world and, in particular the United
States, Congress, and even the United Nations (where, by the way, may nations who are secretie working Ort bacteriological
warfare would achieve a victoryif America ceased its researeh)„
tthe released unclassified information about these weapons has
been received in _ some quarters as 'a threat, instead of a re-.
velatiort of what this country has been researching and perfecting in the. way of chemical and biological warfare for our Na'local.. defense- .
The United IC/atiens Security Council has recently published a
pamphlet, "Chemical- and Biological Weapons and the Effects
of their Possible Use." This publication gives detailed descriptions of the various gases and bacteriulogical weapons and
recommends, as any sane and bealtitY orgaideation should, that
this pursuit be ended by all nations, since the very evidence of
this type of warfare is a threat to the human community.
But the obvious significance of what the United Nations may
have overlooked' in its strerve reaction is the fact that these

means of warfare already exist among nations. They are in our
midst., They are detailed so grapincailY, not only as to their
composition but also as to their operational use, that this knowledge in itself can and may act as a deterrent he other nations
throughout the world. Banning atmospheric be-sling of atomic .
bombs is one thing, believes the Department of Defense trying
CO banish
chemical and biological warfare is another. _Atomic
bomb testing in any country in the worlds, we would eventually
know about, because it is almost impossible to conceal. Chemical and biological warfare testingor prodectionin any country— even a small one- -- would not necessarily-come to ouvatteetdon, because it is easily hidden.
Fore Detrick is under the overall control of the Department of
Defense. There are some who work there who feet that the Dee.
parte:neat has, by keeping their-work so classified, worked
against
its own best interests. The secrecy that hae btem. associated with
the post in the past makes everything they do suspect to the
See- FORT DETRICK Page B--IS
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public, even when they are deveuiping- and reSearching
tines• anchking some that are already in use today) in order to
save Lives now and in the years to come.. This is true whether .
we . -e in s war or not_ It is perhaps for this reason that the
gates of Fort Detrick are beginning to swing more widely open
toward the world than has been tote in the past.
Apparently, the years of study and research, of comparing
intelligence reports obtained from other (maces, by whatever
means, has paid off. As a result, this country has become much
mare knowledgeable of the capabilities and- limitatiens of chemical" and biological warfare,.. and therefore need not unduly fear •
the great risks of - technelogical surprise 'by an aggressive '•
enemy. (ndeee, it might cacrently be more afraid of its precarious position in - the American community.) This lessening
of fear or tension at Detrick, this desire to report candidly
to the-public on its research and development efforts, should be
understood in his recent light.. Scientists in the biological warfare research program are trying to free themselves of some of
the extra burden, that onus they have borne since 19e3, and are
slowly_corninig out into the open..
The threat of chemical and biological warfare is obviously
here whether we- like it or not. It is here in our midst just as
strongly, as the shadow of the 11-bomb. We can try to ignore its
existence, but the reality-of it wiil not go-away., We must learn
to live with the threat of this new type of warfare, as we have had
to learn to live with the H-bomb and saturation conventional
bombing._ But we must learn to live with it prudently.
The forces that shape the crisis at Fort Detrick, that make it
what it is today — a symbol of crisis -- are the same national
forces and influences that shape the world we live in, that make
Vietnam what it is, another symbol of crisis, in the Americas
way of life, and life throughout the world.
it would be wrong, andit would be more than abort-sighted of
us as Americans, to look on research and development of biological warfare here in his country as pertaining to us alone,
as being a means of warfare developed uniquely by us in this
world. This is absolutely not so.. There is strong reason to believe that at least 13 countries, including the Soviet Union, several of the NATO- countries, and others, are conducting biological research programs of some magnitude. They all have
their 'Fort Detre:Ks" tucked away, working on their own investigations.
The process that Detrick has gone through to learn about biological warfare, teey have also gone through. They, too, have
practiced. rigorous secrecy, and they still do. The necessity
for extreme caution in handling and controlling_ laboratory experiments has been as demanding to them as irha.s been to
Fort Detrick's personnel.There is 'no morality on: a battlefield, so the saying goes,
there is only expediency; The first thing any general (or na.-tion) must jettison on a. battlefield is his sense-of what is
moral and what is trot. As the general stands before a map
and• saes, "put this company in there, and. one in there, and another over there," he is -talking in terms of units,- of figures,
not in termsat Inman beings. or morality._ There are many who
believe that since the atom bomb was mplodedefollowei by the
dev empinear'of. the. 4.7.boyo,i,.thiv,Futire ,woglirk-has- bicon;te. one

tuige, puteutial
Nations that used to due imunihs la visit can be'itsitee
in a few hoars. Whether we"
Lae it or Floc., whether we will admit it to ourselves- and our peers or net, Man has entered a
new, liraitits, fearful epoch.
the age of sun-ival. Moral- ity, some say. has hectwee a. Inattry _man_ caw nu longer afford,
for the whole,
has suddenly, become mare vulnerable,
and many feel that the finite is not bright unless we are willing U, come to terms Whitt the aeoi conditions under which-we
lice.
.
Isn't it odd now we 'nave taken the trouble tii gn half-way
across the world=-for Vietnam to learn-this lesson? We say- we
went iinto this-, ancient. lanuntry for moraLreasons, for moral
commitutents. Ye we tray have to abandon irizot only for moral pressures. but for a- very realistic reason, survival- Yet- I
while we-explain our strategic reasons for withdrawing freer
Vietnam,: to keep the Cotrimunist- tail/mist
:on from spreading- throughout Asia (as if most of it hasn't' already succumberi).,
there are some who dephirethiS country'S development and research in- chemical! and biological warfare, just -as if the Cotemonists have not and are not pursuing this same area inside.
the "Fort Bricks"' that exist in- their countries. Isn't this.ars inconsisteney that does not make sense'?
What we may- hear from Detrick- personnel, we can assume
that if we.. visited other nations,- and their chemical-and bio- '
logical warfare posts, we could 145o hear there. What we can
see at Detrick, we .conisi see there, too. Only, nowhere else
of late do we hear of other cations opetting. up their gates or
inviting the press inside. This should give us pausepeople,'!' exclaims Colonel Cershater, "thin* we release far ton: much information to the press, or printiar too
many results of our experiments in scientific journals."' ?hit
can the Departtnent of Defense, one vainde_rs, ever release too
-much about its chemical and hioingical warfare programs to
the public, if they are to act as a defer rent to our enemies?
Because of the Depute/eat a :Defense need fur what has
been termed '-`supersecreen'.' in its early beginnings at Fort
Detrick, a curtain- suspicion has clung to its work, and along
with the
a certain taint, unfortunately. has rubbed off ore
its scientists, its engineers, its personnel. and its research.
Indeed, this suspicion has been very hard en the morale of the
martyr who week there.
Li tine belleveS the press, nut the TV, and nutters, One would
have to enter Fort Detrick with the mental image of army o€=
[leers inside the Post, rubbing their hands. together- gleefully,
waiting to- take their latest scientific discovery and turn-it on
the enemy. (whoever he might be at the time). One can imagine from the popular press stories -that there are scientists inside. sluing
the mil= ot their. spotlessly clean laboratorles, cultivating a-new germ with a sadistic grin on their

Pictures of human beings being used against their will
.
as “guinea pigs" come to mind..
Therefore it is so anti-climatic to find that in the end, the
Array officers, the scientists, the researchers inside Fart
Detrick are essential]; talented, professional. intelligent, experienced human beings, who believe themselves to - be, above
all else, exceedingly patriotic. They go to church on Sundays.
.
They make mistakes.- -They also make discoveries_
different, it may be beIf the Fort Detrick personnel are'
cause they are quite aware that the world has become-much
Smaller. They are certainly aware of the pitfalls arid the unreliability that infect human behavior. If anyone-is consciousof the: age of survival that many historians say we are in, it is:.
these - men.. and if there is. one area supposedby off-limits
for them to talk .about, that area is morality. So it comes as
quite a shock, when cu-st. oil, Colonel Gersbater brings the sub.
ject up in his office sort the Post.
"Any professional soldier who has seen war, at, first-hand,
as I have," be says, looking very serious through his glasses, 'Is pretty well convinced: that all wars are immoral
Most of us saw enough misery and stiffening both during and
after World War .0 to convince us forever that war is a nasty,
miserable business. But until every nation is ready to bend
ail. as- swards into ploughshares. it is just it matter of na-

tional prudent-0 to nerd our power (try, and- to tie prepared
to defend our country." lie leans back in
his chair, his dark
eyes alive with intensity.
ail."
he
contin
'`Alter
ues, **a, bullet is tie more or less
• moral than a germ. A bomb or a torped
o is no more or ,
less moral than a pathogenic: spray. :Ind there certainly
isn't
. anything mural about a Vietnam punji stake,
but have you ever
heartl.thediSsenters protesting because the
Vitt Cong are using
it. against- our soldiers?" .
_
A gunji stake, be tellenie,, is- a rudimentary, primitive
weapon made by the Viet:Cong._ The etake is sharpened-.to
a. ".
po pay then bur ied iu the. ground. When
stepped on, even with
thick Gi soled .shoes, the point is often able
to penetrate and
pierce the foot. The- point is covered with human feces,
and
infection is virtually certain to set in. Bacteriology
on a jungle
basis, but to the victinejnA` as serious. Yet even a primit
ive
punR stake, to a Cl, can act as an effective deterrentSiace. Colonel Crershater firmly believes that the princi
pal
justifiearinn for a biological research antide
velop
program is its ability to act. as -a deterrente:Detrickmetzt
'sresearth
is mainly- in biological areas, not in chemi
mistakenly. assumed), be was asked to discus cal, as- is often s it a little more •
extensively.

1

he

begins, "in 1941 it was known by our intelligence
service that both the- Germans and the Japan
ese bad been developing chemical, and, biological warfare.. When_ Fort.
Dee'
trick was established heie in 1943, we were starting literal
ly,:
from scratch. We had CO learn a great deal very quickl
y, and ha`
secret. We were at, war, and we did not. know
if
the
enemy -.,.
intended to employ the nerve gases or biologicalwa
had been working on. Thank God tbeydidn'tl We_wrfare that they
ould
eat have
been adequately- prepared'So, try to picture what we had to face then.
scientists had to ask themselves this questi First of all, our
on:
microorganisms could the enemy use agains -what kind of
t. us? What kind
of nerve gases- could: he use against us? Furthe
to ask ourselves, how could we defend oursel rmore, we had
ves and counteract their microorganisms and their nerve gases?
Somewhere along in there, the idea of breedi "
ng new forms of
germs came into consideration. The idea of
having a germ isulated by our awn scientists,- one that the other
about; offered some military possibilities. side did not. know
Pathogmrs were induced into producing more potent toxins than semet
hat were already known"We not, only had to have weapons to confro
nt our enemies
offensively," he goes on to explain, "but
solid defense as well. lf we were going to we had to have a
have to bring our
weapons up against am enemy, he is forced
nut only _ 4a1.1. right, What are they bringi to ask himself
ng up against us?'
but also — if he intends to survive very
long.-- 'what can
they do to hurt us in:retaliation?' If he know
that we have positive means of protecting s, fur instance,
our armies from
their weapons, he obviously will think
twice before beginning an offensive against us."
. The. hope of biologic-al warfare, then,
is that these potentially harmful microorganisms will
as a deterrent and
help prevent general war, much as the act
atomi
c bomb has done.
Who would dare be foolish enough
tu assault a nation which
has equal capabilities to retaliate? This
is essentially the
main line of reasoning that the Departmen
t al Defense has
pursued and is coatinuirg to pursue in its
United States did drop the atomic bomb on program. Since the
Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945, other nations might readily believ
e that we might-not hesitate to drop chemicals
or
germs
on an enemy. We have
already shown our - willingness in
a.
nation
al
crisis to make-'`
that hard choice.
"There is another factor about biological warfa
re that makes
' it. even more dangerous," says Colonel
Gershater,
rogical warfare is nut nearly so expensive
develop as, say instance, the hydrogen bomb to research -and
.
We
know
that
a
number of small countries are carrying on
it is a weapon that smaller countries couldresearch in CBW.
if they chose to do so, while only, the bigger develop and use
, richer nations can afford the luxury of hydrogen bombs_
•So what are our alternatives
in the future?" questions the
Post Commander, sitting back comfo
rtably on the c_bair. ‘..T her,„
are- those who have surjested
that our - nation's defeese does
not truly need a biological research progra
m. They claim that

it is a form of warfare alien to traditional American re:,-3
traint in the use of force. Fortunately or unfortunately, we
cannot rely on othereat:inns to respect this same tracritinn.
While honest differences of opinion may well exist about our
national policies, other [lateen will undoubtedly do. what they
believe to be in their own national interest. - It would simply
be unwise for any nation to give up unilaterallythe defense
options that may be critical at some future date, in exchange
for internat bleat agreements that are and can be very- easily
broken." fie suddenly sits up straight. 'Biological- research differs
significantly from nuclear research," he explains.. "Elaberate and hard-to-conceal facilities and procedures are.riormai for nuclear research and development programs, but. not
essential for biological research and besting... Manyntdoleglee'. agents can be produced: in quantities that are not insignificant in just a well-equipped hospital laboratory or Ma
brewery. or for. that matter, even in a home kitehen.
ly, "no. .it is absolutely not
"No," he stands up sudden
tun our best national interests fur us to abandon our research
program and to have to rely on either all-out nuclear response or abject surrender as our only possible replies."
In an editorial in the Washington Post entitled, "Against
Biological War," October
1969; it' states: "Defense
Secretary Laird. is not only supervising: his department's
review. of chemical-biological warfare policies. He is doing
something much more rare and eorninendatale changing his
mind. From contending that the United States must make
CBW preparations to deter a Soviet threat, he has reportedly moved to the w.isition that this country_ should stop producing biological' warfare agents attoghether."
And then in the same editorial:. "Chemical warfare is different. Such a well infurmed critic of CB policies as Representative Richard NteCarthy Dotes that where biological
weapons are strategic, chemical agents are for tactical use."
Wee wonders if he is talking about everyday oar, while forgetting about the deadly nerve gases that the Germans perfinned durinu World W ar FL) "Mr. McCarthy would retain
a retaliator1
- CW capacity but would abandon.BW_ ne,t„. he said
in a weekeed speech, "can be employed by the smallest nation -- therefore we have an interest in banning its use."
It is precisely because small nations can research 'and
develop biological warfare that we cannot afford, to cease
Our defense against it. And does the Congressman truly behere that if we- say we will cease, those smaller nations will
do so, also?
The question that must now be asked is this: Should we accept the judgment of Defense Secretary Laird,. who has obtained his information from briefings and official reports,
or are w e to believe Congressman Mc-Ca
rtby, who has never
spent a day at Porn Detrick, and has never conferred with an ,
of the scientists who research and develop-the microorganism.'
he is discussing so. authoriatatively? (He obviously knows very
.
Little about deadly-chemical weapons).
Are we ever-going to put same faith and confidence in
the
scientists and professional researchers who have been working at Detrick for 26 years in the area of biological defense?
Are we.. ever going to listen to the only men.who have had the
direct experience and responsibility, to provide -the necessary answers? Because, in the end,. those men are the only
ones who have potentially risked their lives in order to identify the answers so essential to the defense and security of
our country.
(Fart It Project Whitecoan will appear on Thursday, Nov.
6.)

